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Abstract
Social media posts that direct users to YouTube videos are
one of the most effective techniques for spreading misinfor-
mation. However, it has been observed that such posts rarely
get deleted or flagged. Since multi-modal misinformation that
leads to compelling videos has more impact than using just
textual content, it is important to characterize and detect such
textual post and video pairs to prevent users from becoming
victims of misinformation. To address this gap, we build a
taxonomy of how links to YouTube videos are used on social
media platforms. We then use pairs of posts and videos anno-
tated with this taxonomy to test several classification models
built using cross-platform features. Our work reveals several
characteristics of post-video pairs, in terms of how posts and
videos are related to each other, the type of content they share,
and their collective outcome. In addition, we find that tradi-
tional approaches to misinformation detection that rely only
on text from posts miss a significant number of post-video
pairs that contain misinformation. More importantly, we find
that to reduce the spread of misinformation via post-video
pairs, classifiers would be more effective if they are designed
to use data and features from multiple diverse platforms.

Introduction
A common technique used to spread misinformation in so-
cial media platforms is to use cross-platform links to in-
crease reach and evade detection by a single platform. For
example, the tweet shown in Figure 1 does not contain
explicit misinformation but it does include links that lead
to a YouTube video with misinformation. In fact, Micallef
et al. 2020 found that at least 7% of COVID-19 tweets
about 5G direct to a YouTube video. Besides being fairly
common (Yang et al. 2021; Knuutila et al. 2020), cross-
platform links to such multi-modal misinformation have
been shown to have more impact than using only textual
content (Hameleers et al. 2020; Zannettou et al. 2018).
Hence, to reduce the impact of post and video pairs that
spread misinformation, it is important to detect their con-
tent and warn users. However, a very low number (< 1%) of
post-video pairs that contain misinformation get deleted or
flagged (Knuutila et al. 2020). Moreover, it takes an average
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Post: 
Not Clear
Video: Explicit 
misinforma�on

Post-Video Rela�onship: Supports/Answers post
Post-Video: Misinforma�on

Figure 1: Example of post-video pairs.

of 41 days for YouTube to delete COVID-19 related mis-
information videos (Knuutila et al. 2020). This gives misin-
formation spreaders ample time to increase the reach of their
videos by sharing them as links in posts on multiple social
media platforms (Yang et al. 2021).

A key impediment to detecting misinformation in post and
video pairs is that standard text-based misinformation detec-
tion algorithms (Hossain et al. 2020; Micallef et al. 2020)
are not effective and even impaired.1 These classifiers only
consider the text within the post, which might not be enough
to determine whether the linked video contains misinforma-
tion. Moreover, these classifiers are designed to focus on
content from a single platform, as social media platforms
are mostly isolated from each other (Driscoll and Thorson
2015). This presents a challenge because coordinated misin-
formation campaigns leverage multiple platforms to evade
detection and sustain themselves through complementary
use of social media platforms (Horawalavithana, Ng, and
Iamnitchi 2020; Wilson and Starbird 2020). Finally, clas-
sifiers (Medina Serrano, Papakyriakopoulos, and Hegelich
2020; Hou et al. 2019) may not be effective in detecting mis-
information videos1 because they do not consider the text
written in the post that is sharing the video (e.g., the video
might be factual, but the sharing post might be twisting the
content of the video to spread misinformation). To address
this gap in detecting misinformation in post and video pairs,
and to characterize how these videos are used to spread mis-
information, we test several classification models that use

1i.e., F1 score < 0.5, see Classifiers Setup and Experiments



cross-platform features (e.g., text in post from Facebook and
video description from YouTube).

In addition to misinformation, we also consider counter-
misinformation (e.g., COVID-19 is real and is not a nor-
mal virus that is being used to cover the effects of 5G) be-
cause previous work found that the inclusion of counter-
misinformation messages can increase the effectiveness of
misinformation detection (Micallef et al. 2020). Counter-
misinformation is still an under-studied topic and includ-
ing it in our work allows us to also characterize how videos
are used to counter misinformation. In this way, this work
starts to shed light on how platforms could leverage counter-
misinformation post-video pairs to combat misinformation.

We use a data-driven approach by collecting data from
three platforms (i.e., Twitter, Facebook, Reddit). This is mo-
tivated by our desire to address limitations of prior misin-
formation detection studies, which predominantly study in-
dividual platforms. We select these platforms due to their
diverse properties and characteristics. For instance, Twit-
ter allows only short-form content (up to 280 characters)
and is not community-oriented because users follow indi-
vidual accounts (or a group of people managing an account)
rather than a whole community. In contrast, Reddit allows
long form content with a limit of 40,000 characters per
post. Moreover, Reddit is a community-oriented platform,
in which members submit content that is accessible to other
members, regardless of whether they follow each other or
not. Facebook shares characteristics with both Twitter and
Reddit. Similar to Reddit, Facebook allows long form con-
tent with a limit of up to 63,206 characters per post and has
public groups, which users can join. The community char-
acteristics of public groups are similar to Subreddits. In ad-
dition, Facebook has public pages, in which users follow a
person or a group of people that manage a page. These pages
are similar to following a Twitter account. Consequently, we
study how post and video pairs are used on these three plat-
forms. In this work, we make the following contributions:

• We develop a taxonomy of how YouTube videos are used
to spread and counter misinformation by posting on other
platforms. We find that most videos either support posts
or are taken out of context. In the taxonomy, we catego-
rize the type of content present in the video. We find that
most videos contain explicit misinformation or explicit
counter-misinformation, with only a few containing im-
plicit misinformation.

• We found that posts are often created to drive traffic
to newly uploaded videos rather than surfacing older
videos. In the datasets analyzed, 56% of the posts ap-
peared within 5 days from when the videos were up-
loaded.

• We develop and test several classifiers to detect misin-
formation in post-video pairs. To train the classifiers, we
used features from 3,000 posts related to COVID and 5G
(from Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit) and 991 YouTube
videos hand-labeled by two researchers. We tested vari-
ous standard and deep learning classifiers with different
combinations of textual features (e.g., post & video title).
We find that a multi-task learning classifier, composed of

fine-tuned BERT connected to a Bi-LSTM, which takes
post and video transcription features as input, achieves
the best performance, with an F1 score and precision >
0.74.

• Our analysis uncovers differences in the characteristics
of post and video pairs that spread misinformation as
opposed to those that counter it. We find that counter-
misinformation post-video pairs are less commonly used,
but seem to mostly be created to direct people to newly
uploaded explicit counter-misinformation videos. In con-
trast, misinformation posts and videos are more frequent,
direct users to both newly created and older videos,
which mostly have explicit and sometimes implicit con-
tent.

• Our findings uncover that machine learning classifiers
that only consider text from posts to identify misinfor-
mation miss a significant number of post-video pairs that
contain misinformation, which could explain why post-
video misinformation remains undetected (Knuutila et al.
2020). Moreover, collecting data from platforms with di-
verse properties and characteristics helped us uncover
similarities and differences in how post and video pairs
are used across platforms (see Table 4).

• Our experiments reveal that detection of post and video
pairs that contain misinformation could be significantly
improved by using cross-platform features and data from
multiple platforms. Since we did not experience a de-
crease in classifier performance when using diverse data,
it could be inferred that using data from multiple plat-
forms not only strengthens the robustness of the classi-
fier, it also decreases the time required to train misinfor-
mation detection models for new topics.

In the next section, we describe prior work that studied
cross-platform information, developed multi-modal misin-
formation detection models and labeled post-video pairs.
Then, we describe the processes used to collect data from
three platforms, create a taxonomy of how posts use videos
and annotate this data. Afterwards, we analyze the anno-
tated post-video pairs and conduct experiments to test var-
ious configurations of cross-platform classifiers. Finally, we
discuss the insights that emerged from our experiments and
analysis, together with future directions.

Related Work
Cross-Platform Information Flow
In recent years, there has been much work investigating
cross-platform information flow. For instance, Hunt, Wang,
and Zhuang 2020 found that cross-platform sourcing was
more frequent between Twitter and traditional web sites,
such as news agencies, e.g., Washington Post, than be-
tween Twitter and social media platforms such as Insta-
gram, YouTube, and Facebook. Another work that focused
on studying white helmets (i.e., Syria Civil Defense) disin-
formation campaigns found that YouTube videos are heav-
ily disseminated by coordinated campaigns from the same
users (Horawalavithana, Ng, and Iamnitchi 2020) and that
these coordinated campaigns sustain themselves through



consistent and complementary use of social media (Wilson
and Starbird 2020). More recently, when studying pandemic
misinformation on Twitter and Facebook, Yang et al. 2021
found that few Twitter accounts and Facebook pages exhibit
a strong influence on each platform.

Prior research has also found that a prevalent cross-
platform technique used by those who spread misinfor-
mation is to create posts to drive traffic to YouTube
videos (Yang et al. 2021). Knuutila et al. 2020 also found
that COVID-related misinformation videos attracted audi-
ences by being shared on Facebook. Micallef et al. 2020
found a similar phenomenon occurring on Twitter for misin-
formation and counter-misinformation. This high prevalence
of post and video pair content could be explained by multi-
modal misinformation being found to be more credible and
spreading further than textual misinformation (Hameleers
et al. 2020; Zannettou et al. 2018). Only limited research
has investigated characteristics of cross-platform post-video
misinformation and counter misinformation, and how it is
used on multiple platforms.

Multi-Modal Detection Algorithms
Several approaches have been explored to detect multi-
modal misinformation (Alam et al. 2021; Agrawal, Gupta,
and Narayanan 2017; Hou et al. 2019; Wang, Yin, and Ar-
gyris 2020). Unsupervised models have been used to study
coherence between text and images. Yang et al. 2019 lever-
aged the credibility of users that spread multi-modal infor-
mation to determine the trustworthiness of shared content.
Due to limited availability of labeled multi-modal content,
other work used semi-supervised methods to detect misin-
formation. For instance, Bansal et al. 2021 combined ex-
ogenous and endogenous signals with a semi-supervised co-
attention network to detect COVID-19 misinformation. Su-
pervised learning methods were used to detect multi-modal
misinformation. Wang et al. 2018 developed an event adver-
sarial neural network (EANN) to detect emerging misinfor-
mation. Qi et al. 2019 developed a multi-modal variational
autoencoder to encode text and images to detect multi-modal
misinformation. Recently, Qian et al. 2021 developed a su-
pervised model that combines multi-modal context informa-
tion and the hierarchical semantics of text, to leverage inter-
modality and intra-modality relationships.

These classifiers have the limitation of catering only for
text-image misinformation and ignoring text-video misin-
formation. In addition, they do not consider the relationship
between different components (e.g., how posts use images).
Hence, there is a gap in methods that characterize post-
video pairs. We address this gap by testing different text-
based classifiers, using standard and deep learning models,
to leverage cross-platform features and the relationship be-
tween the components (e.g., how posts use videos) to detect
post-video pairs that contain misinformation.

Labeling Post-Video Pairs
The development of a supervised classifier requires the man-
ual labeling of data. Prior work labeled YouTube videos to
study the cross-platform dynamics of events, such as the Oc-
cupy Movement (Thorson et al. 2013). Moreover, Washing-

ton Post developed a universal language to identify manip-
ulated online videos (Kessler 2019), which includes miss-
ing context, deceptive editing, and malicious transforma-
tion. This labeling focuses on the tactics used in manipu-
lated videos and does not consider other types of content that
could be found in videos (e.g., videos that implicitly spread
misinformation or videos that refute misinformation). To ad-
dress this gap, in our research, we use an iterative approach
to build a taxonomy of how YouTube videos are used to
spread and counter misinformation on other platforms and
the type of misinformation that these videos contain.

Data Collection
We began by collecting data on one of the most popular
COVID-19 misinformation topics: COVID-19 – 5G conspir-
acy theories (Brennen et al. 2020). We select this topic be-
cause it is a polarizing topic that attracted plenty of con-
troversy (Destiny 2021), which instigated violence,2 and
brought harm to society.3 Below, we describe our process
of finding posts on this topic that direct to YouTube videos,
from three popular platforms on which misinformation is
spread: Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit (Alam et al. 2021).

Twitter
We used a publicly available dataset of tweets4 published
by Micallef et al. 2020. The dataset was collected from
January 21, 2020 to May 20, 2020 and contains English
tweets related to COVID-19 - 5G conspiracy theories with
both misinformation and counter-misinformation messages.
It was constructed by selecting tweets that have at least one
COVID-19 keyword (i.e., COVID-19 , covid, corona virus,
coronavirus) along with the keyword 5G.

For our experiments, the dataset was filtered to include
only tweets that have links to YouTube videos. This process
reduced 50,835 tweets to 3,725 (i.e., 7%). For the taxonomy
and annotation process, we randomly picked 2,000 tweets.

Facebook
We utilized the Academic version of CrowdTangle5 to ex-
tract Facebook posts related to COVID-19 - 5G conspiracy
theories (Team 2021). For consistency, we used the same
keywords used in Micallef et al. 2020. The web-based tool
includes a built-in feature that retrieves English posts that
contain links to YouTube videos. Collecting posts from Jan-
uary 21, 2020 to May 20, 2020 returned less than 2,000
posts. Such a low number of posts was returned because
CrowdTangle follows a strict set of guidelines to select the
pages and groups to follow.6 In addition, CrowdTangle does
not return posts from personal profiles and posts from non-
public groups. Since we wanted to analyze the same amount
of posts that we collected for Twitter, we extend the data

2https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-52395771
3https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-devon-58760598
4http://claws.cc.gatech.edu/covid counter misinformation.html
5https://www.crowdtangle.com/resources
6https://help.crowdtangle.com/en/articles/1189612-

crowdtangle-api



collection timeline to December 31st, 2020. This process re-
turned 1,209 posts from public Facebook pages and 3,260
from public Facebook groups. We randomly picked 2,000 of
these posts for the taxonomy and annotation process.

Reddit
Using the keywords from Micallef et al. 2020, we utilized
the Pushshift Reddit API (Baumgartner et al. 2020) to ex-
tract Reddit posts that contain links to YouTube videos re-
lated to COVID-19 – 5G conspiracy theories. We experi-
enced several issues when collecting data from Reddit. The
PushShift API is not robust enough to handle search queries
that return large volumes of data. In addition, the returned
data required additional manual filtering to retain relevant
posts as searching for 5G returned a large volume of unre-
lated posts. For example, posts containing the substring 5G
in links and usernames were returned. These challenges pre-
vented us from collecting a volume of relevant data that is
comparable to the other platforms. To address this concern,
we improved our data collection by refining the search query
to shorter time interval steps. This strategy, together with ex-
tending the data collection timeline to December 31st, 2020,
enabled us to retrieve 10,304 posts from 2,351 different pub-
lic subreddits. From this data we retrieved 2,000 posts that
we use for the taxonomy and annotation process.

Fact-Checked 5G Claims
To determine whether a claim related to 5G is misin-
formation, counter-misinformation or unrelated, we com-
piled a false claims dataset by leveraging the work of fact-
checkers. Specifically, we extracted 6,840 false statements
fact-checked by the International Fact-Checking Network
(IFCN) CoronaVirusFacts/DatosCoronaVirus alliance.7 We
then selected English statements related to 5G conspiracy
theories that state 5G technology is responsible for the
spread of COVID-19 or that COVID-19 does not exist and
people are getting sick due to 5G radiations. Our final list of
fact-checked 5G claims consisted of 32 claims.

Taxonomy and Annotations
Starting with a sample of 300 randomly extracted Twitter
posts that direct to YouTube videos, two researchers iden-
tified how the videos spread misinformation or counter-
misinformation and how the posts use YouTube videos. To
determine whether a social media post is a known false
statement, the two researchers used the list of claims de-
scribed above that were verified by IFCN fact-checkers.
Specifically, the first iteration returned four categories for
video classification (i.e., explicit, implicit, neutral, and oth-
ers) and four categories for the relationship between a post
and a video (i.e., support post, contradiction, unrelated, and
out-of-context). In the second iteration, a second researcher
went through the same 300 post and video pairs and either
confirmed the provisional categories or suggested new cate-
gories (Verma and Patil 2021). The second researcher sug-
gested an ambivalent category and to separate other videos

7https://www.poynter.org/ifcn-covid-19-misinformation/

into two categories (i.e., those related to the 5G topic and
those that were unrelated). With respect to the relationship
between a post and a video, the second researcher suggested
a category which included those videos that answer posts,
a category with videos that are related to post but do not
support the post, and to change the ‘taken out-of-context’ to
‘support post but taken-out-of context’. To converge into a
common set of categories, a third iteration was conducted
in which the two researchers went through the tweets to-
gether and discussed their categorizations (Teixeira et al.
2018; Verma and Patil 2021). During this iteration, the two
researchers agreed to group two similar categories (i.e., in-
stances where the post and video are posed as question and
answer and instances where they both make the same ar-
guments were combined into ‘supports post’) and to have
six types of video content and five ways in which social
media posts use YouTube videos to spread or counter mis-
information (see second and third rows in Table 2). These
general taxonomic groups captured all the data analyzed up
to this stage. To verify the effectiveness of these categories
created using 300 randomly selected Tweets, 400 randomly
extracted posts from Facebook (200) and Reddit (200) were
categorized by the same two researchers. This exercise did
not require any changes to the defined categories. To further
verify the effectiveness of the developed taxonomy, a pro-
fessional fact-checker evaluated the categorization and con-
firmed that the taxonomy shown in Table 2 is complete and
correct with respect to the data analyzed.

The above categories help to understand what kind of
misinformation and counter-misinformation is posted in
YouTube videos and how social media posts use these
videos. Most YouTube videos contain “Explicit” misinfor-
mation or counter-misinformation, which is straightforward
to categorize. Explicit misinformation is when a video con-
tains clear statements which were verified to be false by an
IFCN fact-checker. For example, a video which states that
COVID-19 is like a normal flu and the real danger is 5G,
which is what is making people sick. Videos categorized as
“Implicit” did not directly refer to false information, but they
indirectly referred to a claim that was found to be false by
an IFCN fact-checker. For example, a video that discusses
the installation of 5G antennas at the peak of the pandemic,
without explicitly stating causation between COVID-19 and
5G. Other videos were “Neutral” because they only report
on a claim that was found to be false by our fact-checking
sources, without adding any arguments in favor or against.
For example, a video which reports on the existence of a
5G/COVID-19 conspiracy theory without adding any value
judgment. The YouTube videos that put both misinformation
and messages refuting the false claims at the same level of
credibility despite being fact-checked were categorized as
“Ambivalent”. For example, a video that presents 5G con-
spiracy theories and their rebuttals as equally valid and as
a matter of opinion. We categorized other videos in two
groups, “others related to topic” and “others unrelated to
topic”. Others related to topic are those videos that discuss
topics related 5G and COVID-19 but do not mention a spe-
cific claim that was fact-checked to be false. For example, a
video that talks about COVID-19 death toll. Others unrelated



No Post Video Title & ID Source Classification
1 Very concerning, looks like there may be more to

the whole #coronavirus thing than meets the eye.
The reason why people can’t believe these things
...they can’t imagine such organized evil #5G

The BEST NEWS re Corona
Virus you’ve heard all month!
Kinda;
ID: CtfqUtW 8AA

Twitter Post: Misinformation;
Video: Explicit;
Relationship: Supports post;
Post-Video: Misinformation

2 “The 5G story is complete and utter rubbish, it is
nonsense” The <Country> government has ad-
dressed the conspiracy theories surrounding 5G
and Coronavirus, watch here <URL>

The <Country> Government
Addresses 5G Conspiracy The-
ories;
ID: J-N7KsAgXnw

Twitter Post: Countering;
Video: Explicit;
Relationship: Supports post;
Post-Video: Countering

3 A ... video on 5g, cancer and coronavirus. The Truth About 5G ft.
MKBHD;
ID: cw0A9FUTEKE

Reddit Post: Ambiguous;
Video: Explicit;
Relationship: Supports Post;
Post-Video: Countering

4 The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) goes
hand in hand with the rollout of 5G and the World
Economic Forum’s Great Reset. COVID-19 is
paving the way towards acceptance of the New
World Order.

What is the Fourth Industrial
Revolution?
ID: kpW9JcWxKq0

Facebook Post: Misinformation;
Video: Related to Topic;
Relationship: Support but taken
out-of-context;
Post-Video: Misinformation

5 Coronavirus is a Cover Up for 5G sickness... Can 5G radiation make you
sick? What we found;
ID: JjEwOAs2Kto

Facebook Post: Misinformation;
Video: Implicit;
Relationship: Contradiction;
Post-Video: Misinformation

6 The Threat of 5G <URL> via @YouTube ...
Loss of privacy and it makes you susceptible to
covid 19 !!!!!!!!

The Threat of 5G
ID: AGkU7HmAAAc

Twitter Post: Misinformation;
Video: Implicit;
Relationship: Related but does
not Support;
Post-Video: Misinformation

7 Covid and 5G connection. Watch quickly be-
fore it’s removed....AGAIN! THE LARGEST
GLOBAL COVER-UP IN HISTORY VIA 5G
WHICH IS CAUSING CELL POISONING!

BlowerWhistle FoneVoda ...
#YTWillRemoverize;
ID: NmjR4Bodp2M

Facebook Post: Misinformation;
Video: Explicit;
Relationship: Supports Post;
Post-Video: Misinformation

Table 1: Examples of social media posts and labels assigned by the coders.

Feature Classification
Post
Classification

Misinformation, Countering, Others

Video
Classification

Explicit, Implicit, Neutral, Ambivalent,
Others related to topic, Others unre-
lated

Post-Video
Relationship

Supports post, Related but does not
support post, Contradiction, Unrelated,
Supports but taken out-of context

Post-Video
Classification

Misinformation, Countering, Others

Table 2: Manual Annotation

topic are videos that are not related to our research, such as
the music video for Rick Astley’s “Never Gonna Give You
Up”.

With respect to how YouTube videos are used, we find that
in most instances videos “Support post” or answer a ques-
tion posed in the social media post that links to them (see
post 1 in Table 1). “Related but does not support post” are
posts which use YouTube videos that are related to the posts
but do not explicitly support the post (see post 6 in Table 1).
We also had “Contradictions”, in which the post contradicts

the content of the video (see post 5 in Table 1). Plenty of in-
stances have videos that “Supports but taken out-of-context”
(see post 4 in Table 1). These are mostly implicit videos
which are taken out-of-context to support false claims. Fi-
nally, we had posts and videos that are “Unrelated”.

Manual Annotation
The aim of the annotation task was to generate the ground-
truth for our analysis and the classifier. Specifically, we an-
notated posts, YouTube videos, post and video relationships
and post-video classifications using the labels listed in Ta-
ble 2. For Post and Post-Video Classification, we borrow the
same categories used by Micallef et al. 2020 in their work.
For Video Classification and Post-Video Relationship, we
used the categories that emerged from the exercise that we
described in the previous subsection.

Annotation process: To hand-label posts, 6,000 posts (i.e.,
2,000 from Twitter, 2,000 from Facebook, and 2,000 from
Reddit) were annotated by two researchers. Inter-rater agree-
ment was measured by Kappa score (Schuster 2004) on a
random sample of 600 posts (i.e., 200 from Twitter, 200
from Facebook, and 200 from Reddit) (Micallef et al. 2020).
The inter-rater agreement returned 0.898 for posts classifi-
cation, 0.871 for video classification, 0.873 for post-video
relationship, and 0.937 for post-video classification. These



kappa scores show substantial agreement among the two
coders. This high agreement is related to the two coders be-
ing involved in the definition of the taxonomy.

This process was challenging and time consuming (i.e.,
took 2 months to complete) as social media posts and
YouTube videos are noisy, and their interpretation can be
subjective. To ensure high-quality data, we conducted this
process over several iterations. After each iteration, a meet-
ing was held in which the two researchers discussed chal-
lenging and dubious pairs (Zubiaga et al. 2015). To assure
high-quality of labeled data, those few instances where the
coders did not agree were eliminated.

Specifically, to annotate the posts and videos, the two
coders used the following process. They started by exam-
ining just the text of the post and asked the question: Does
this post refer to a known false statement related to 5G and
COVID-19 ? If the answer is yes, it was determined whether
the post is supporting the false claim or refuting it. For in-
stance, post 1 in Table 1 supports the verified false claim
which states that people are getting sick for reasons other
than the coronavirus, so it was annotated as a misinforma-
tion post. To determine whether the post was a known false
statement, a list of claims that were verified by IFCN fact-
checkers was used (see Fact-Checked 5G Claims in Data
Collection section). When a post refutes a false claim, such
as when people categorically state that 5G is not related to
the COVID-19 pandemic (see post 2 in Table 1), it was an-
notated as a counter-misinformation post. If the post was
neither misinformation nor counter-misinformation, such as
post 3 in Table 1, which is just referring to a video about 5G,
cancer and coronavirus, we annotated the post as other.

Next, the linked YouTube video was watched. If the video
had already been deleted from YouTube, an attempt was
made to retrieve it from four other video repositories: way-
backmachine,8 bitchute,9 kzclip,10 ruplayers.11 If the video
was still not found, the social media post that had linked to
the video was discarded. If the video was found, it was an-
notated using one of the categories listed in row 2 of Table 2.

After annotating posts and videos, we examined the rela-
tionship between a post and video pair and classified it using
one of the categories listed in row 3 of Table 2. Finally, we
considered both the post and the video and asked the same
question as before, this time also considering the contents of
the video: Does this post-video pair refer to a known false
statement related to 5G and COVID-19 ? Table 1 lists some
examples of our annotations.

Analysis of Cross-Platform Post-Video Pairs
The process described in the previous section returned 1,000
posts each from Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit. This con-
siderable reduction in posts from the randomly picked se-
lections is due to the deletion of many videos by YouTube
which could not be retrieved. These videos were not up-
loaded on other video repositories and could not be retrieved

8https://archive.org/web/
9https://www.bitchute.com/

10https://kzclip.com
11https://ruplayers.com/
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Figure 2: Grouping posts and post-video pairs into Misinfor-
mation, Counter-misinformation, and Others.

from there either. Other researchers have also experienced
this problem (Yang et al. 2021). The key finding from the
annotated posts-video pairs (see Figure 2) is that consid-
ering only what is written in the posts misses a signifi-
cant number of posts containing misinformation or counter-
misinformation (p< 0.0001). Thus, cross-platform informa-
tion needs to be considered to more effectively determine
whether post-video pairs contain misinformation.

We also analyzed the dates when videos are posted and
corresponding social media posts that link to them are cre-
ated. Our findings show that most posts and videos are pub-
lished within a narrow time window. 56% of the posts were
published less than 5 days after the videos were uploaded,
while only 23% of the posts directed to videos that were
older than a month. This finding indicates that it is more
likely that posts are being created to drive traffic to newly
uploaded videos rather than surfacing older videos.

Platform Effect
We investigated the effect of platforms on how and which
YouTube videos were used to spread misinformation. When
studying the distribution of post-video pairs across plat-
forms, we find a connection between the platform and the
type of posts (p < 0.0001 using chi-squared test). Using
Crammer’s V test we find a moderate positive correlation
(ρ = 0.38). This correlation could be explained by Facebook
having more post-video pairs which contain misinformation
compared to the other platforms (59.5% vs 48.3% & 27.3%).
In addition, Reddit (27.3% & 25.3%) and Twitter (48.3% &
37.2%) have a more balanced distribution of post-video pairs
that contain misinformation and counter-misinformation,
with Reddit having a disproportionate amount of others
(47.4% vs 14.5% & 29.4%). This finding indicates that some
platforms might be used to spread more post-video pairs that
contain misinformation than others.

Next, we studied how posts were used to spread videos.
We found that there is a relationship between the platform
and how the videos are used in posts (p < 0.0001 using chi-
squared test). However, using Crammer’s V test we found
only a small effect (ρ = 0.15). The most predominant re-
lationship is the sharing of videos that directly support the
contents of the post (see Figure 3). The differences are in
the use of out-of-context videos, which is uncommon on
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Reddit (3.4%), but seen more on Facebook (7.8%) and Twit-
ter (11.6%). This finding indicates that out-of-context videos
are the second most common way of presenting misinforma-
tion, especially on microblogging platforms, such as Twitter.

We also studied the type of content used in the YouTube
videos that are linked via posts published on other platforms.
We find a relationship between the platform and the type of
content (p < 0.0001 using chi-squared test). Using Cram-
mer’s V test we find a weak effect (ρ = 0.2). This weak ef-
fect could be related to Reddit having considerably more
unrelated videos than the other two platforms (36.7% vs
11.3% & 4.8%). In addition, this weak effect could be re-
lated to Facebook having considerably more ‘other videos
related to topic but are not misinformation’ (32%) than Twit-
ter (16.5%) and Reddit (14.1%) (see Figure 4). Our findings
indicate that although platforms might spread different types
of non-misinformation videos, they are still used similarly to
spread explicit misinformation videos.

Misinformation vs Counter-Misinformation
To understand whether post-video pairs that spread mis-
information have different characteristics from those that
counter it, we started by analyzing the dates when videos
were posted and posts created. We found that more counter-
misinformation posts seem to be created to drive traffic to
videos, since 65% of the posts are created within 5 days from
when the video is uploaded. Misinformation has a lower per-
centage (49%). These differences are significant (p< 0.0001
using Wilcoxon pairwise comparisons). This finding indi-
cates that more misinformation spreaders point to videos
that have been around for a longer time. This could be ex-
plained by the finding that, in 70% of posts that direct to
out-of-context videos, the videos were uploaded more than
a month before the post being created.

Next we investigated whether there are differences in the
way that misinformation and counter-misinformation posts
use YouTube videos. We find that there is a relationship be-
tween the type of posts and how the videos are used (p <
0.0001 using chi-squared test). Crammer’s V test shows that
this is a weak correlation (ρ = 0.21). Both misinformation
and counter misinformation messages predominantly share
videos that support the post (82% and 85% respectively).
The differences are in the use of out-of-context videos which
are uncommon when countering misinformation (4%), but
are more frequent when spreading misinformation (14%).

Finally, we analyzed the connection between the type of
content in YouTube videos and the type of the social media
post that links to it. We did not find a relationship between
the type of post and the type of content in the video (p >
0.05 using chi-squared test). This finding shows that mis-
information and counter misinformation posts use different
types of videos to fulfill their purposes.

Overall, our analysis uncovers various differences in the
way that posts use videos to spread misinformation as op-
posed to when used to counter misinformation.

Classifiers Setup and Experiments
After characterizing the collected post-video pairs, we con-
ducted several experiments to automate the detection of mis-
information, by testing various classifiers. Due to our dataset
having limited data for some categories in the taxonomy (see
Figures 2, 3, and 4), we grouped together some categories to
provide a more balanced input to our classifiers. For Post
and Post-Video classification, we included all classes. For
Video classification we used Explicit, Implicit, and Others.
For Post-Video relationship classification, we used Support-
ing, Out-of-Context, and Others.

Classification Features
We used a mix of textual features extracted from posts and
videos. We extracted the following features since they have
been used as the standard features in recent literature (Chen
et al. 2021; Khan et al. 2021; Islam et al. 2020) and could
be retrieved from all videos present in our datasets: Post
text: included the entire text of the post from Twitter, Face-
book, while for Reddit, we concatenate the title and the body
together as a single piece of text; Video title and Video
description: extracted from YouTube metadata; and Video
transcription: extracted the closed captions from video or
generated them using Google Cloud’s Speech-to-Text ser-
vices.

Baselines
We start our experiments by evaluating the effectiveness of
single-source traditional misinformation classifiers on our
dataset of social media posts that direct to YouTube videos.
This allows us to investigate the effectiveness of these mod-
els in classifying post-video pairs based on the post text
only. As a baseline for post classification, we used the model
from Micallef et al. 2020 because it is publicly available and
classifies counter-misinformation and misinformation posts.



To find single-source models that achieve reasonable perfor-
mance on our data, we also trained a simple neural network
on the data from Micallef et al. 2020 for post classification,
and a second neural network on the video data that we ex-
tracted from tweets, as a baseline for video classification.
For all models, we use BERT for text representation, since
prior work found it to be the most effective representation to
detect misinformation (Islam et al. 2020; Khan et al. 2021).
Representations were generated after removing URLs, hash-
tags, Twitter mentions, and emojis (Micallef et al. 2020).

Our results show the limited performance of models
trained on a single data source when detecting misinfor-
mation in post-video pairs. The logistic regression model
from Micallef et al. 2020 achieves an F1 score of only 0.49
on Twitter posts which direct to YouTube videos.

Model F1 (σ) Prec. (σ) Rec. (σ)
Post

Naive Bayes 0.61 (0.04) 0.62 (0.04) 0.61 (0.04)
AdaBoost 0.71 (0.08) 0.73 (0.08) 0.71 (0.09)
SVM 0.67 (0.06) 0.68 (0.06) 0.68 (0.06)
Logistic Reg. 0.72 (0.06) 0.74 (0.04) 0.72 (0.06)
Random For. 0.64 (0.07) 0.67 (0.05) 0.66 (0.06)
Neural Net. 0.68 (0.08) 0.70 (0.07) 0.69 (0.07)
Co-Attention 0.65 (0.11) 0.70 (0.10) 0.66 (0.10)
Bi-LSTM 0.77 (0.08) 0.79 (0.09) 0.77 (0.08)

Video
Naive Bayes 0.50 (0.10) 0.58 (0.06) 0.49 (0.10)
AdaBoost 0.58 (0.11) 0.60 (0.11) 0.61 (0.10)
SVM 0.72 (0.10) 0.71 (0.10) 0.75 (0.09)
Logistic Reg. 0.67 (0.10) 0.68 (0.08) 0.67 (0.11)
Random For. 0.66 (0.09) 0.72 (0.08) 0.68 (0.08)
Neural Net. 0.70 (0.10) 0.70 (0.10) 0.71 (0.10)
Co-Attention 0.64 (0.10) 0.65 (0.12) 0.65 (0.08)
Bi-LSTM 0.76 (0.07) 0.78 (0.06) 0.75 (0.08)

Relationship
Naive Bayes 0.73 (0.08) 0.80 (0.10) 0.69 (0.07)
AdaBoost 0.72 (0.07) 0.68 (0.09) 0.77 (0.07)
SVM 0.72 (0.07) 0.65 (0.08) 0.80 (0.05)
Logistic Reg. 0.78 (0.05) 0.80 (0.07) 0.80 (0.03)
Random For. 0.70 (0.07) 0.66 (0.11) 0.78 (0.06)
Neural Net. 0.78 (0.09) 0.78 (0.10) 0.80 (0.08)
Co-Attention 0.75 (0.08) 0.81 (0.05) 0.72 (0.12)
Bi-LSTM 0.81 (0.08) 0.89 (0.12) 0.75 (0.08)

Post-Video
Naive Bayes 0.62 (0.07) 0.66 (0.06) 0.61 (0.08)
AdaBoost 0.52 (0.10) 0.54 (0.09) 0.55 (0.09)
SVM 0.73 (0.07) 0.70 (0.09) 0.77 (0.05)
Logistic Reg. 0.71 (0.08) 0.72 (0.08) 0.73 (0.08)
Random For. 0.59 (0.10) 0.63 (0.07) 0.64 (0.10)
Neural Net. 0.68 (0.12) 0.70 (0.11) 0.69 (0.13)
Co-Attention 0.62 (0.11) 0.68 (0.11) 0.63 (0.10)
Bi-LSTM 0.75 (0.06) 0.80 (0.07) 0.73 (0.06)

Table 3: 10-Fold Cross Validation on all tasks using Twitter
text and YouTube Video Titles and Descriptions.

Our single-source neural networks achieves an F1 score
of 0.45 on post classification and 0.58 on video classifi-
cation. These findings underscore the need for developing
models that can leverage cross-platform features. Next, we
develop models that can be more effective in classifying
post-video pairs which contain misinformation or counter-
misinformation.

Setup of Classifiers
In our experiments, we use five standard classification mod-
els: Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, SVM, Logistic Regression, and
Random Forest (Khan et al. 2021). In addition, we use the
following deep learning models which have become state
of the art in recent misinformation detection research (Islam
et al. 2020): a single-layer neural network, a dEFEND-based
co-attention model (Shu et al. 2019), and a Bi-LSTM clas-
sifier (Khan et al. 2021). We follow the same procedure for
generating representations detailed in the Baselines section.

For most models, we concatenate the BERT-generated
768-dimensional vector representations of text from post
and video sources into a single vector. For the co-attention
model, the inputs are traditional BERT representation for
post text and sentence BERT for textual video features. The
Bi-LSTM classifier takes the BERT tokens directly as input.

Experiment 1: Twitter Dataset
We compare the effectiveness of the previously defined
single-source baselines with models that take cross-platform
text features: YouTube (e.g., video titles and descriptions)
as well as the source platform (i.e., tweet post). Results in
Table 3 show that all cross-platform models outperform the
baseline models, since for the Post classification task they all
obtain an F1 score> 0.5. For Video classification, all models
except Naive Bayes outperform the baselines as well. Mod-
els also achieve reasonable performance (i.e., F1 score >
0.59) for the other classification tasks: Post-Video Classifi-
cation and Post-Video Relationship. Another main outcome
from this first experiment is that the Bi-LSTM classifier is
the best performing model for all classification tasks, fol-
lowed by SVM and Logistic Regression.

Experiment 2: Three Platforms Datasets
To investigate the effect of all classifications when having
data from three different platforms, we trained and tested
the top three performing models from the first experiment
(i.e., Logistic Regression, SVM, and Bi-LSTM) using three
datasets together (i.e, Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit). We
find that on three out of the four tasks, using the three
datasets achieves similar performance as using only the
Twitter dataset. The one exception being Post-Video Rela-
tionship, where there is a significant increase in performance
produced by including the three datasets (see Figure 5). This
is an important finding since a more diverse dataset did not
deteriorate the performance of the classifiers.

Experiment 3: Video Textual Features
Since a YouTube video contains several textual features, we
investigated which features were more effective in classify-
ing post-video pairs. We trained and tested models on all
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Figure 5: 10-Fold Cross Validation performance on all tasks
using datasets from three social networks.
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Figure 6: Performance of Bi-LSTM’s 10-Fold Cross Valida-
tion using three datasets with different text video features.

three datasets using video descriptions, video titles & de-
scriptions, and title & video transcriptions (i.e., YouTube-
generated captions). Figure 6 shows the results for Bi-
LSTM, the best performing model from our previous exper-
iments, when using three combinations of video textual fea-
tures. Title & description and title & transcription achieve
comparable performance (p > 0.05) in all tasks except for
Post classification, where description is more effective.

Experiment 4: Multi-Task Learning
To leverage the improved performance obtained by the post-
video relationship classifier when using three datasets (see
Experiment 2), we investigated whether using multi-task
learning can increase effectiveness. We used the same model
for all tasks with four different classification heads, one for
each task (Zhang and Yang 2021), where the loss for each
task is calculated independently. As Title & Description and
Title & Transcription yielded comparable results (see Fig-
ure 6), in this experiment we investigate these setups.

Results in Figure 7 show that the use of multi-task learn-
ing achieves increased or similar performance on all tasks
using textual features, with the exception of Post classifi-
cation, where there is a deterioration in performance when
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Figure 7: Performance of Bi-LSTM’s 10-Fold Cross Valida-
tion using multi-task learning.

using Title & Description. For the case of Title & Tran-
scription, the model achieves superior performance to the
Bi-LSTMs in Figure 5 on all tasks. Overall, Title & Tran-
scription video features along with multi-task learning yield
our best performing model.

Discussion
Our findings reveal that for post-video pairs, considering
only text from social media posts misses a considerable
amount of misinformation and counter-misinformation. This
could explain why only a small number of post-video pairs
are deleted or flagged as misinformation (Knuutila et al.
2020). Hence, our research suggests that to reduce misin-
formation, platforms that allow cross-platform links should
not limit themselves to features that are extracted from their
platforms, but should consider enhancing their algorithms
to use features from other platforms. We acknowledge that
it is not straightforward to forge collaborative arrangements
among platforms, since plenty of factors (e.g., business in-
terests, costs, etc.) must be considered to establish such re-
lationships. Nevertheless, misinformation can be combated
more effectively when social media platforms establish such
collaborations and detecting post-video pairs that contain
misinformation could be of benefit to multiple stakeholders.

Cross-platform misinformation classifiers could help fact-
checkers gain more insights about how debunked videos
are used on multiple platforms, which could make the fact-
checking process less time-consuming (Micallef et al. 2022).
Also, content moderators could benefit by having a better
prioritization, which takes into account how videos are be-
ing used on multiple platforms. At the moment this does not
seem to happen, since prior work found that on average it
takes 41 days to remove COVID-19 misinformation videos
from YouTube (Knuutila et al. 2020). More importantly, so-
cial media users could benefit from such a classifier by hav-
ing more context about the relationship between the post and
video, but also the type of misinformation that the video con-
tains. This added context could help users make better deci-
sions, which could prevent them from clicking on the links
that direct them to misinformation videos.



Another important finding from our research is that re-
gardless of the platform, misinformation spreaders pre-
dominantly use explicit YouTube videos that support posts
to spread misinformation. Implicit, neutral and ambivalent
videos were used similarly on the examined platforms.
These findings indicate that for the studied topic, the type
of videos that are used to spread/counter misinformation
and how the videos are used in these posts are mostly not
affected by the platform on which they are shared. This
explains why the evaluated classifiers were most effective
when using data from multiple platforms (see Experiments
2 & 4). Despite collecting data from platforms that have dif-
ferent characteristics, our classifiers did not experience a de-
crease in performance. This implies that using data from
multiple platforms could strengthen the robustness of the
cross-platform classifier as it is being trained with more di-
verse data (Feng et al. 2021). Moreover, when training the
classifier to learn a new topic, rather than relying on one
source to collect data, it would be faster and similarly ef-
fective to collect data from multiple sources. Faster training
of a classifier to detect misinformation in post-video pairs is
important because at least 50% of posts are created within 5
days from video upload. Hence, having classifiers that learn
to detect misinformation at a faster pace can further reduce
the spread of impactful post-video misinformation.

Combining post-video pairs from multiple platforms
could also improve the effectiveness and speed of early
warning and detection of misinformation algorithms. Faster
and more accurate early detection of post-video pairs could
allow social media platforms to take down these post-video
pairs. In addition, they could also be flagged earlier to pro-
fessional fact-checkers, who often use virality as a metric
for selecting claims worthy of their attention (Micallef et al.
2022). Hence, combining post-video pairs from multiple
platforms could provide fact-checkers with early warnings
about the misinformation posts that might be trending soon.
This would reduce the significant lag that currently exists
between producing fact-checking outcomes and the time of
origin of the underlying misinformation, which allows mis-
information to spread and cause widespread damage while
fact-checking work is still in progress.

Our work also reveals some cross-platform differences
(see Table 4). For instance, we find that Facebook is used
significantly more to spread post-video misinformation,
while countering post-video pairs are not as common. Al-
though this finding could be affected by our choice of topic,
it is important to also consider that Facebook has a con-
siderably larger user-base (i.e., more than 1.15 billion vs
Twitter’s and Reddit’s 500 million). Thus, our finding could
be explained by the fact that misinformation spreaders con-
sider the potential reach of their posts when choosing plat-
forms. Our findings also show that Twitter and Reddit are
used significantly more than Facebook to share videos that
refute misinformation. This is interesting because these two
platforms have contrasting characteristics. Our findings are
consistent with past work (Micallef et al. 2020) that demon-
strated a considerable number of Twitter users who refuted
false claims related to COVID-19 fake cures. Although fur-
ther research is required to investigate whether Twitter and

Cross-Platform Similarities
• Considering only posts misses a significant number of
misinformation and counter-misinformation posts.
• 56% of posts are posted within a month from when
a video is created. This strategy is more common with
counter-misinformation videos.
• Only 23% of posts direct to videos older than a month,
70% of which are out-of-context videos used to spread
misinformation.
• Explicit videos that support posts are the most common
strategy used to spread misinformation.
• Strategy of using implicit, neutral or ambivalent videos
is rare, but similar across platforms.
Cross-Platform Differences
• Facebook seems to be the preferred platform to spread
misinformation in post-video pairs.
• Countering post-video pairs are more common on Twit-
ter and Reddit.
•Considerable amount of Facebook and Twitter posts use
videos out-of-context, which is a rare practice on Reddit.

Table 4: Similarities and differences in how post and video
pairs are used across platforms.

Reddit are popular platforms to share refuting non-COVID
posts, our research indicates that using these platforms to
refute COVID misinformation appears to be a trend. More
research is also required to investigate why these platforms
are frequently used to share refuting messages. An impli-
cation of this finding is that social media platforms that
seek to implement advanced counter-messaging to address
important societal issues, such anti-vaccine rhetoric, might
need to make use of other platforms to retrieve countering
messages that refute posts that use specific strategies (e.g.,
“Brave Truthteller”) (Hughes et al. 2021), if they find that
there are not enough of these posts on their platform.

Limitations and Future Work
Our work has some limitations that could be addressed in the
future. In this research, we only focus on YouTube videos
that were not deleted or could be retrieved from other repos-
itories. In future work, one can extend our monitoring to cap-
ture recent posts, which are less likely to direct to deleted
videos. This approach would allow us to collect and use
comments in our classifiers. Another limitation is that we
studied one misinformation topic. This topic was instrumen-
tal to understand how videos are used in posts to spread
misinformation or counter it. Despite this limitation, we be-
lieve our major findings about the use of cross-platform fea-
tures should hold for other topics. However, there could be
variations across areas that are targets of misinformation
(e.g., elections). Further research is required to investigate
whether the classifiers proposed in this research achieve sim-
ilar effectiveness even with different misinformation topics.

For Facebook and Reddit, we had to extend our data col-
lection to include additional months, otherwise we would
not have retrieved enough posts for our analysis and classi-



fication. This limitation should not impact our findings in a
major way because previous work has shown that behavioral
shifts take longer to materialize and misinformation tends to
resurface multiple times over a period of time (Shin et al.
2018). Moreover, we still had a considerable time overlap
between the three platforms (i.e., Jan 2020 till May 2020).
Finally, our research does not study the language used in the
post and video in detail because the aim of this research is to
characterize cross-platform post-video misinformation and
counter-misinformation, and how post-video pairs are used
on multiple platforms. Further research is required to study
the language used in post-video pairs to examine whether
important relationships could be extracted between the so-
cial media post language and the video content.

Conclusion
In this work, we characterized how YouTube videos are used
in social media posts on different platforms to spread misin-
formation or refute it, and how multiple platforms are lever-
aged to increase the reach of these videos. Our work reveals
that regardless of the platform, misinformation spreaders
mostly use similar tactics to spread post-video pairs that con-
tain misinformation (i.e., explicit videos that support their
posts). In addition, our work shows that misinformation de-
tection models that use only text from posts miss a signif-
icantly high number of post-video pairs that contain misin-
formation (i.e.,< 50%). We address this problem by demon-
strating that classifiers that use features from multiple plat-
forms can significantly improve detection of misinformation
in post-video pairs. Consequently, in addition to benefiting
various stakeholders such as fact-checkers, content modera-
tors, social media users, our work can also contribute to the
reduction of the spread of high impact post-video pairs that
contain misinformation.
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